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ABSTRACT

Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) procedures for liver cancer treatment are hindered by high tumor recurrence.
This is thought to be due to the intrinsic limitation of the heating mechanism and insufficient real-time feedback
from imaging modalities. Most RFA procedures are performed under ultrasound (US) imaging and there are
limitations in accurate device guidance and ablation monitoring. We propose photoacoustic (PA) imaging as a
potential add-on to US imaging to address these limitations. Specifically, we present two interstitial PA imaging
methods. Firstly, an annular fiber probe that can encapsulate an RFA device in its lumen. This device enables
RFA device guidance, visualization of major blood vessels and targeting tumor tissue. Secondly, we used a
cylindrical diffuser-based interstitial illumination to differentiate coagulated and native tissue. We present our
results on RFA device guidance and ablation visualization using these approaches. The contrast provided by
PA imaging for RFA needle and multiple electrodes is compared against that of US images. The difference
between coagulated and native ex vivo liver tissue using PA imaging is studied. Finally, we propose a protocol
to incorporate the minimally invasive PA imaging for the clinical RFA procedures. We would like to conclude
with a note on how the proposed approach can potentially improve the outcome of RFA procedures.

Keywords: Photoacoustic, Ultrasound, Radiofrequency ablation, Interstitial illumination, Diffuser, Annular
fiber

1. INTRODUCTION

Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has gained widespread clinical acceptance for the treatment of primary and
metastatic malignancies in the liver.1 RF ablation involves the application of alternating current into the tumor,
inducing Joule heating which leads to coagulation necrosis of tissue.2 The common clinical practice is to use
computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging for pre-operative planning and post-operative treatment
assessment, and ultrasound (US) for real-time RFA needle positioning and monitoring of treatment.3 The goal
of this interventional procedure is to accurately position the RFA needle at the center of the tumor, deploy
the multiple electrodes into the tissue and heat the tumor to coagulation with a margin of 1cm around the
tumor. There are limitations to US imaging for this application. First, the visibility of the needle positioned
at an angle is poor. This is mainly due to the directional nature of the transducer. Second, the treatment is
monitored by observing the bubble formation during thermal treatment.4 However, shadowing from the bubbles
limits visibility at the posterior region of the tumor. Additionally, large blood vessels can remove heat from the
ablation zone resulting in incomplete ablation, which is also hard to monitor using US imaging. Hence there is
a need for enhancing the US imaging for accurate RFA device guidance and monitoring of ablation.

An ideal modality for RFA application should be able to imaging metal needles, blood vessels and differentiate
native and ablated tissue. Interestingly, the optical absorption of the metal, blood vessels, ablated and native
tissue are distinct which can be utilized for optical imaging.5 In this work, we have explored the possibility of
using photoacoustic (PA) imaging for RFA applications. PA imaging uses pulsed light to induce thermoelastic
expansion in optical absorbers to produce acoustic waves.6–8 This modality has shown promise in imaging metal
needles and is widely used to visualize vascular structures.9,10 Additionally, there is a significant difference in the
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optical properties of native and coagulated tissue.11 The most important factor making PA imaging attractive
for RFA is the possibility to integrate this modality with US imaging.12 Since both US and PA can use the same
transducer, combining these two modalities can provide both structural and functional information. In the case
of RFA, clinicians will have both conventional US imaging and additional information from PA imaging about
the target structures.

We have previously reported PA imaging using a commercial US system with a light source attached to
the transducer.5,13,14 We have shown that using this method, we can guide RFA device accurately to a target
tissue, visualize blood vessels and differentiate ablated and native tissue.5 However, the main limitation of this
approach is the penetration depth. Especially for highly absorbing tissue such as liver, illumination from the
surface of the tissue is not adequate.13 Hence in this work, we propose the use of interstitial illumination based
PA imaging for RFA. We use two interstitial illumination methods: (i) an annular fiber probe and (ii) a diffuser
fiber. The annular fiber is developed for RFA device guidance. The diffuser fiber is used to image the ablated
tissue. We present our preliminary results on ablation monitoring using the diffuser fiber-based PA imaging. We
also report an imaging protocol for RFA procedures using the proposed illumination methods.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experimental setup consists of an RFA system, a PA and US imaging system, and a glass tank. Figure.
1 shows the experimental setup. For the PA imaging, the interstitial illumination was used with US detection
using a linear array placed outside the sample as shown in Fig. 1a.

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup having the RFA system and the imaging system. (b) Annular illumination probe. (c)
Diffuser fiber.

The imaging system consists of an Nd:YAG Q-switched laser (Spectra-Physics, USA) and an OPO (versaScan
L-532,GWU, Germany) for pulsed PA illumination and a commercially available programmable US system
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Alpinion Ecube 12R (Alpinion Medical Systems, South Korea). The laser with the OPO can be tuned to
wavelengths ranging from 680 nm to 960 nm. The light from the OPO is passed through a series of ND filters
to reduce the pulse energy. For both the interstitial illumination methods, we have limited the pulse energy to
a maximum of 2 mJ per pulse at 720 nm. The light is then coupled into the fiber using a lens arrangement.

The annular fiber consists of 72 multimode optical fibers with an NA of 0.22 and a core diameter of 100 µm.
The fibers are bundled at the proximal end for laser coupling, and arranged in an annular fashion at the distal
end. The fibers are arranged around stainless-steel ferrule of inner diameter 2.3 mm and an outer diameter of
3.4 mm. A 14 Gauge RFA needle can be inserted through the lumen of the stainless-steel ferrule as shown in
Fig. 1b. The interstitial illumination fiber using the cylindrical diffuser has a 400 µm core NA of 0.37 multimode
fiber. The fiber is connected to the cylindrical diffuser which has a diameter of 980 µm with a length of 30 mm
(Fig. 1c).

PA and US imaging was performed with the Alpinion system. A linear transducer array with a center
frequency of 8.5 MHz and a -6 dB bandwidth of 3 - 12 MHz was used for the experiments. A custom sequence
was used for combined PA and US imaging. The laser triggered the US system. The imaging sequence consists of
a PA signal acquisition in the receive mode followed by a focused B-mode US imaging. A real-time reconstruction
algorithm implemented in the system was used for both PA and US imaging.

A clinical RFA system from Angiodynamics (USA) was used in this study. The system consists of an RF
generator (1500X, 460 kHz), a unipolar RFA device (StarBurst XL) and a grounding pad. A glass tank with a
metal base was used to simultaneously perform ablation and imaging as shown in Fig. 1a. The grounding pad
was attached to the metal base of the tank.

Chicken breast tissue was used for the RFA device guidance experiment. The RFA needle together with the
annular fiber probe was inserted into the tissue. Multiple electrodes from the RFA device were then deployed
into the tissue. PA and US images of the target tissue were acquired. Illumination of 720 nm wavelength was
considered for the device guidance experiment. Bovine liver tissue was obtained from a local butcher for the
ablation experiment. The tissue placed in the glass tank for ablation. The needle RFA device was inserted into
the sample and deployed to a radius of 15 mm. The tissue was ablated with a temperature of 1050C for 5 mins.
The temperature and duration were selected based on the manufacturer’s standard procedure for the specific
ablation size. The diffuser fiber was introduced into the ablated region with the help of the biopsy needle cutting
through the sample. The diffuser was placed inside the sample and the cutting needle was withdrawn. PA and
US images of the ablated region were acquired. A wavelength of 760 nm was used for PA imaging of the ablated
region to target the absorption peak of hemoglobin.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure. 2 shows the RFA device guidance in chicken tissue. The schematic in Fig. 2a shows the location of
the annular probe and the RFA device. In the US image in Fig. 2b the RFA needle is partially visible. Only
the center electrode of the RFA device is visible along with the top portion of the annular fiber probe. Other
electrodes are hard to see under US imaging. 2c shows the PA image of the RFA device. Four electrodes are
visible in the PA image. The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) of the PA imaging is also higher than that of the
US. A CNR of 9.1 was calculated from the PA image for the electrode at the center while that of the US image
it was 1.4. This shows that PA imaging can provide better visualization of the RFA device. This was also
verified at different angles. A limitation of the PA image is the artifacts. There are reconstruction artifacts
above the needle which are smearing from the back projection. This artifact can be removed with an advanced
reconstruction algorithm.15 Another issue is the high fluence near the light exiting the fiber, which limits the
visibility of low-intensity structures. In the second experiment, an ablated bovine liver was imaged. Figure. 3
shows the results of this experiment. Fig. 3a shows the photograph of the ablated bovine liver sliced through
the center of the lesion. The schematic shows the imaging plane with an approximate location of the ablation
region with the diffuser fiber placed at the center of the lesion. PA image in Fig. 3c shows a high signal from
the native region of the tissue and a slightly lower intensity was observed from the ablated region. This agrees
with the change in the optical properties of the tissue with thermal treatment. It was reported that with RFA,
optical absorption decreases and scattering increases with thermal treatment compared to the native tissue. This
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Figure 2. RFA device guidance. (a) A schematic of the imaging plane showing an annular fiber probe and the RFA device
in chicken tissue. (b) Ultrasound image of the device and (c) corresponding photoacoustic image.

preliminary result on ablation imaging is promising and we are exploring this approach for an ablated lesion
located deep inside the liver.

The two interstitial illumination methods proposed in this work can be used in combination to guide RFA
procedures. First, the annular probe with the RFA needle can be inserted into the target tissue under PA and
US image guidance. The multiple electrodes of the RFA device can be then inserted into the target volume and
this can be verified using PA imaging. After the treatment, the RFA device can be removed and the diffuser
fiber can be inserted into the volume to access the thermal lesion. This can be repeated for different locations
inside the lesion to verify the complete ablation of the target tissue.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on our preliminary results we have shown that photoacoustic imaging can be potentially used for RFA
procedures. Primarily, the proposed approach can be used for accurate RFA device guidance and assessing the
extent of the ablation lesion. The technology is still at an early stage to claim any clinical relevance. However,
based on experiments performed in a laboratory setting, photoacoustic imaging has shown the potential to
provide added information to ultrasound imaging.
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Figure 3. Ablation imaging. (a) Photograph of the bovine tissue sliced through the ablated region. (b) A schematic of the
imaging plane with the transducer on the top of the sample, diffuser fiber placed through the center of the ablated region
with the ablated region marked with a yellow circle. (c) Photoacoustic image of the tissue and (d) the corresponding
ultrasound image.
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